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Kamusi Project Description

1. Project History
2. Visitor Stats
3. Technical Overview



  

Project History
• Began in late 1994 (using Gopher 

and a listserve)
• First 56,000+ terms entered into 

Excel spreadsheet and uploaded to 
the web periodically (users sent 
submissions via email)

• Launched Edit Engine in 2000
• Introduced Grouping Tool in 2005
• Developing online Learning Center



  

• 100 million 
speakers

• About 1.5% of 
world’s people

• Most widely 
spoken African 
language

• Much larger 
than many 
European 
languages with 
massive 
Wikipedias

• Language of 
media, 
commerce, 
government, 
education

Swahili 
Overview:



  

Visitor Stats
• 6,000,000+ lookups per year
• Tens of thousands of unique visits per month
• Millions of university uses worldwide
• Used by governments, businesses, churches, 

zoos…
• Frequent use in Africa
• Numerous high-ranked

Google results (try “extra-
large buttocks” or “sexual
intercourse photos”  )

• Probably the most widely
used African language
resource on the Internet



  

Technical Overview

Major features include :
– Edit Engine
– Grouping Tool
– Photo Uploader
– Search Engine and Downloadable 

Dictionaries
– Terminologies and Dialects
– Discussion Forum
– Learning Center



  



  

A sample 
search 
result



  

The Edit 
Engine



  

Adding 
Data



  

Verifying 
Changes



  

Submit 
Changes



  



  

The 
Grouping 

Tool
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Uploader



  



  



  



  

The 
Learning 
Center



  



  

The Editorial Oversight 
Model

• Advantages and 
Disadvantages

• Comparison to the Grouping 
Tool

• Comparison to Wiki Model



  

Editorial Oversight: Advantages

• Maintaining Consistency
• Maintaining Quality
• Maintaining Decorum
• Maintaining Vision



  

Maintaining Consistency

    Each submission 
gets polished for 
format issues

• working 
hyperlinks

• data in correct 
fields

• cross references
• etc…



  

Maintaining Quality

• Questionable submissions can be 
checked against a variety of 
sources, including discussion 
among scholars, before being 
presented to the public

• User submissions trigger thorough 
editorial review of an entry, 
including the addition of 
derivational, usage, and other data 



  

Maintaining Decorum

• Attempts at vandalism or 
indecency never see the light 
of day

• Would-be vandals rarely 
bother, because their efforts 
die at the editor’s desk



  

Maintaining Vision

• No revert wars 
• No deletions of terms because 

a term in use is “not proper 
Swahili”

• No inclusion of vanity 
neologisms that are not in 
actual use



  

Disadvantages of Editorial 
Oversight

• Users do not have the satisfaction 
of seeing their changes “go live” 
immediately

• Submissions create mandatory 
work for the editor or editors

• Eager contributors can overwhelm 
the system

• Users might feel inhibited by “big 
brother”



  

Comparison to the Grouping 
Tool

• Grouping Tool changes go live 
immediately

• Editor reviews changes when 
convenient, and can approve/ 
revert/ make more changes

• Little room for mischief
• Grouping Tool is a much less 

popular feature than Edit Engine



  

Comparison to the Wiki Model
• Wikipedia is a police state 

(“in which a sophisticated security apparatus 
monitors the population constantly for threats, 
and individual rights and freedoms are 
curtailed. It is indeed possible to be both a 
functioning democracy and a police state” – 
from Salon, 23 June 2006: 
http://wapurl.co.uk/?IDIKG5P) 

• Thousands of editors act as 
enforcers

• Wikipedia succeeds 
because of the Watchlist 
feature

• Kamusi plans to add 
Watchlists to dictionary 
entries, and to Wikify 
explanatory lessons in the 
Learning Center



  

Open Knowledge Projects in the 
Contemporary African Context

• Accessibility of IT in Africa
• Relevance to African 

Audiences
• Training and Experience
• Funding



  

Accessibility of IT in Africa
Current Infrastructure
• Urban: Internet cafes 

and schools with 
unreliable 
connections

• Home computers/ 
internet limited to 
wealthy enclaves

• Rural residents and 
urban poor have little 
or no access

• Much more hardware 
and connectivity than 
10 years ago

Projections for next 10 years
• Efforts underway to get 

computers into many more 
schools

• “$100 laptop” may 
increase home computing, 
though still prohibitive for 
the $1/day majority

• Cellular technology is 
becoming ubiquitous

• New optical fiber links to 
north are currently being 
laid

Without access, participation is 
impossible



  

Relevance to African Audiences

People will not adopt IT without:
•  Localized software
•  Locally relevant content (in local and 
international languages)
People will not participate in Open 
Knowledge projects unless:
•  A critical mass of relevant content is 
already available
•  They see a substantial likelihood that 
their efforts will bear fruit within a 
reasonable period



  

Training and Experience
• The great majority of potential 

contributors in Africa have learned their 
computer skills in recent years, or have 
not yet had the opportunity

• For most people (worldwide), “computer 
skills” only means the ability to word 
process, send emails, and fill in web 
forms

• Open Knowledge projects must cater to a 
basic skill set (the current incarnation of 
MediaWiki fails miserably!)

• Hands-on training



  

Funding (or lack thereof)
• African economies are marked by people needing 

to pay attention to making a living
• IT access usually costs individuals $-£-€-¥
• Even busy professionals with good IT skills and 

access often need financial incentives
• Volunteering is a luxury
• African funders have other priorities (HIV, Darfur, 

clean water…)
• Overall funding for Africa is paltry
• But, Open Knowledge initiatives can contribute 

greatly to the infrastructure that will build the 
African economies of the future



  

The Future of African Languages 
on the Web

• Software infrastructure is mostly in place for 
Swahili (Kamusi is ready/ MediaWiki needs to be 
made user-friendly and localized)

• Other major African languages are lagging
• Hundreds of smaller languages have zero web 

presence
• Do we, as the technical developers of 

collaborative open knowledge initiatives, support:
A. Darwinian “sink or swim”?
B. Engaging the financial resources to really build 

tools for speakers of languages spoken in the 
world’s poorest places?



  

Free means:
• Open
• No cost to the user
Free does not mean
• No cost to produce
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